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As an international student at the University of Pittsburgh, writing research papers
in English can be a challenging task. The language barrier, different academic
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writing conventions, and unfamiliarity with the research process may all contribute
to this difficulty. However, with the right guidance and resources, you can
navigate through these obstacles and produce high-quality research papers.
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Understanding the Research Process

Before diving into writing your research paper, it's important to understand the
research process itself. Begin by selecting a topic that aligns with your interests
and the assignment guidelines. Conduct a comprehensive literature review to
familiarize yourself with existing research on the topic. This will help you identify
any gaps in the current knowledge and formulate a research question that you
aim to address in your paper.

Once you have a research question, it's time to plan your research methodology.
Determine whether you will conduct primary research (collecting data firsthand)
or secondary research (analyzing existing data). Develop a research plan that
outlines the steps you will take to collect and analyze data, ensuring that it aligns
with ethical guidelines and respects participants' privacy.
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Tackling Language Barriers

One of the major challenges for international students is overcoming language
barriers while writing research papers in English. To enhance your language
skills, consider enrolling in English language courses or seeking support from
language learning centers at your university. These resources can help you
improve your grammar, vocabulary, and overall writing style.

Additionally, utilize online tools such as grammar checkers and plagiarism
detectors to ensure your writing is accurate and original. Proofread your work
multiple times to catch any remaining errors, and consider asking a native
English-speaking friend or classmate to review your paper for clarity and
coherence.

Familiarizing Yourself with Academic Writing Conventions

Academic writing has certain conventions that you need to become familiar with
when writing research papers. These include proper citation formats, using
appropriate academic vocabulary, and structuring your paper according to the
given guidelines.

Start by mastering the citation style required by your university or professor, such
as APA, MLA, or Chicago. Understand how to incorporate in-text citations and
compile a comprehensive reference list at the end of your paper. This not only
ensures ethical conduct but also demonstrates your understanding of existing
research on the topic.

Next, expand your academic vocabulary by actively reading research papers and
academic articles. Pay attention to the way researchers present their ideas and
arguments, using discipline-specific terminology and coherent language. Practice



incorporating these elements into your own writing to sound more academically
proficient.

Utilizing Writing Resources

Take advantage of the various writing resources available to you as an
international student. Many universities offer writing centers or tutoring services
specifically for international students, where you can receive guidance on
academic writing, structure, and grammar. Attend writing workshops or seminars
to enhance your writing skills and gain valuable feedback from instructors and
peers.

Additionally, explore online resources such as writing guides, sample research
papers, and academic blogs that provide tips and advice on writing research
papers in English. These resources can offer valuable insights and serve as
references when you encounter difficulties during the writing process.

Writing research papers in English as an international student may seem
daunting, but with the proper guidance and resources, it becomes a manageable
task. By understanding the research process, overcoming language barriers,
familiarizing yourself with academic writing conventions, and utilizing available
writing resources, you can enhance your research and writing skills. Remember,
practice and perseverance are key to developing proficiency in research paper
writing. Good luck!
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The International Student’s Guide to Writing a Research Paper is a reference text
for undergraduate students and those in ESL or bridge courses who are writing a
research paper for the first time. This book is partly an update of Writing a
Research Paper (by Lionel Menasche, 1998) and partly a companion to The ESL
Writer’s Handbook.

 

Each section of the book includes a discrete task called a Building Block, which
requires students to apply the skills learned toward the development of their own
paper. This step-by-step approach allows students to construct knowledge as
they become more familiar with the process, making writing a research paper a
less intimidating task.

 

Special features:

This guide uses simple direct language for those for whom writing a research
paper is new.
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Most example writing is from international students in an ESL program or
first-year writing class, including two sample papers—one in APA and one in
MLA.

A section on responding to instructor feedback to provide students with the
tools to read and understand comments and use them to improve the first
draft.

A subsection dedicated to constructing clear and cohesive paragraphs and
sentences.

The guide includes citation and style examples in MLA 8th edition. 
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The Compelling True Story Of The Hunt And
Capture Of The Beltway Snipers
For three terrifying weeks in October 2002, the nation's capital and its
surrounding areas were gripped by fear and paranoia. A pair of snipers,
later known as the Beltway...

Unlocking September John Blackledge
September John Blackledge is a name that echoes throughout the world
of skillful unlocks. From safes to intricate puzzles, this enigmatic
individual is renowned for his...

Piracy In The Early Modern Era: Unraveling the
Secrets of the High Seas
The allure of piracy has captivated the imaginations of countless
individuals throughout history. From tales of swashbuckling adventurers
to epic battles on the high seas,...
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